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Summary of Court of Inquiry  
into the death of Lieutenant T. A. O’Donnell, DSD, RNZIR and the 

wounding of three other persons in Bamyan Province, Afghanistan,  
3 August 2010  

 
 
Background 
 
The Court of Inquiry was assembled by Commander Joint Forces New Zealand on 10 
August 2010, and completed on 18 July 2011.  Evidence was taken from 59 witnesses and 
129 exhibits were received.  The incident itself occurred at approximately 1630 hours on 3 
August 2010, and involved a patrol of the New Zealand Provincial Reconstruction Team    
( PRT ) serving in Bamyan Province, Afghanistan.  Lieutenant O’Donnell, the patrol 
commander, was killed, and three other personnel of the patrol were wounded, when the 
patrol was the subject of a deliberate attack combining a command wire improvised 
explosive device ( CWIED ) with rocket propelled grenades ( RPG ) and small arms fire.  
 
The incident 
 
On the day of the incident the patrol had been engaged in delivering various supplies to 
villages in the isolated and mountainous Kahmard District in the east of Bamyan Province.  
To effect this task the patrol was operating a mix of military and civilian vehicles, some of 
which were towing trailers.  The few roads in the area are narrow, winding, dirt roads 
which are subject to frequent washouts.  
 
The patrol had carried out deliveries of supplies and various meetings with local people, 
including members of the Afghan National Police serving in the District, before the 
incident.  As the patrol was returning to its forward base area, along a route it had 
frequently used previously, it had to make a detour where the road had been washed out, 
across a roughly formed ford through the dry streambed.  That detour involved a hairpin 
bend and a descent into the streambed, and necessitated that the patrol vehicles slow 
down.   
 
As the leading patrol vehicle, which Lieutenant O’Donnell was commanding, entered the 
detour at approximately 1630 hours there was no indication of anything out of the ordinary.  
The other vehicles in the patrol were on the road, spaced out behind the lead vehicle.  As 
the lead vehicle turned into the detour the CWIED was initiated, immediately immobilising 
that vehicle, injuring all those in it, and causing it to catch fire.   
 
On the crews of the other vehicles observing the detonation of the IED they reacted, while 
both their vehicles and the immobilised lead vehicle came under sustained RPG and small 
arms fire from firing positions on high ground.  That fire repeatedly struck all the vehicles.  
An immediate contact report was sent to the New Zealand PRT command post.  The other 
personnel and vehicles of the patrol took up positions, from which they returned fire.   
 
Despite the RPG and small arms fire which struck the immobilised lead vehicle and the 
ground around it, the injured personnel from that vehicle evacuated the burning vehicle, 
and attempted to extract Lieutenant O’Donnell.  He was unresponsive, and trapped by the 
damage caused to the vehicle by the initial IED blast.  Their repeated efforts to get him out 
of the vehicle had to be abandoned to avoid their receiving further injuries from the fire 
they were under.  They took cover in the dry stream bed, with one of them making his way, 
affected by eye injuries, to where the remainder of the patrol was located.  The hostile 



RPG fire was concentrated on the immobilised lead vehicle, which was struck between five 
and seven times.  
 
The patrol was returning fire, and attempting to transmit details of the situation to the NZ 
PRT command post.  The PRT commanding officer tasked another PRT patrol to proceed 
to assist the patrol, and the Afghan National Police also responded by agreeing to deploy 
Police to the area when requested by the PRT commanding officer.  United States attack 
aircraft were also despatched to assist the patrol.   
 
The members of the patrol heard an explosion from the burning lead vehicle.  Another 
vehicle of the patrol had also been disabled, but personnel of the patrol moved forward to 
retrieve the personnel from the lead vehicle, using one of the remaining functional vehicles 
to provide protection.  The two remaining wounded were evacuated and given first aid by a 
trained combat lifesaver.  The patrol reported its casualty state to the PRT command post, 
and was advised that both Afghan National Police and PRT assistance was on its way.  
Helicopter evacuation of the casualties had been requested, but was hampered and 
ultimately precluded by deteriorating weather, so a military ambulance with an escort was 
despatched from the PRT base.   
 
Once the Afghan National Police reached the patrol’s location they cleared the area of the 
contact.  The Afghan Police arrived well before the first PRT patrol, which on its arrival 
assisted in securing the area.  The immobilised vehicles were destroyed.  The combined 
PRT patrols, with the casualties and Lieutenant O’Donnell’s recovered body, then moved 
back to the Afghan National Police station at the village of Do Abe.  There they met the 
military ambulance and its escort, to which the casualties and Lieutenant O’Donnell’s body 
were transferred.  The ambulance and escort then commenced the return journey to the 
PRT base.  The combined patrols secured themselves at the police station for the 
remainder of the night.  The next day the site of the incident was examined.  
Subsequently, the destroyed vehicles were removed back to the PRT base.  
 
The ambulance and escort reached the PRT base just after 0300 hours the next morning.  
The casualties were further treated and stabilised and aeromedical evacuation requested.  
A combination of weather and mechanical problems with aircraft meant that the evacuation 
flight, with the casualties and Lieutenant O’Donnell’s body, was unable to depart for 
Bagram until approximately 1900 hours on 4 August 2010.  
 
The casualties were fully assessed at a coalition hospital after they arrived at Bagram.  
The casualty with eye injuries was held in hospital for three days before he was able to 
return to Bamian.  The other two casualties were assessed for aerial evacuation to New 
Zealand and cleared for air travel.  They flew out of Bagram accompanied by a nursing 
officer, on the same aircraft as was transporting Lieutenant O’Donnell’s casket.  At all 
times Lieutenant O’Donnell was accorded full honours.  
 
Subsequently, they were transferred to a Royal New Zealand Air Force Boeing 757 which 
had embarked an Aeromedical Evacuation Team, but having been diverted from another 
task was not configured to carry stretchers or equipped with medical equipment.  That 
team provided medical support to the casualties on the flight through Perth, W.A. to 
Whenuapai, Auckland.  The casualties’ transfer to North Shore Hospital was supervised by 
military medical personnel.  Both were subsequently released from hospital and returned 
to duty with their parent units in New Zealand.  
 
Following arrival in New Zealand, Lieutenant O’Donnell’s body came under coronial 
jurisdiction.  When those processes had been completed, he was flown to Ohakea by 



RNZAF C130, where his family met him.  He was accorded full honours, and a military 
service for him was held at Linton Camp on 10 August 2010 before his funeral in Feilding 
on 11 August 2010.  
 
Death of Lieutenant O’Donnell 
 
The Court concluded that it was highly likely that Lieutenant O’Donnell was killed by the 
injuries from the detonation of the IED.  The subsequent pathologist’s report was of the 
view that he died instantaneously.   
 
Court’s assessment of incident 
 
The Court considered that the attack on Lieutenant O’Donnell’s patrol was likely to have 
been an opportunity attack, which would have occurred in any event.  The patrol training 
and orders for reacting to an ambush were appropriate and enabled the patrol to extricate 
itself from the ambush area.  The members of the patrol were considered to have 
displayed commendable professionalism which was also a reflection of the professionalism 
of and the training conducted by the late Lieutenant O’Donnell.   
 
The protected mobility of the patrol’s vehicles saved other patrol members from the small 
arms and RPG fire directed at them.  
 
The Court noted that all personnel were trained to the required standard, identifying that 
the theatre indoctrination training on capabilities available only in Afghanistan had been 
constrained by time and was not in sufficient depth or breadth.  Deficiencies as to training 
on specific items of equipment were noted and were the subject of recommendations.  The 
performance of specific items of equipment was also reviewed.  
 
Other matters 
 
The Court also reported on the processes by which casualties are reported on through the 
NZDF, and by which the personal effects of casualties are handled.  
 
The Court noted that the fact that the RNZAF Boeing 757 was not configured or equipped 
for casualty transport compromised the care that could have been given to the casualties.  
 
The Court highlighted the determined and capable performance of the members of Kiwi 
Team 2 during the incident, the commendable conduct of the whole PRT after the incident, 
the forthrightness of the witnesses, and the assistance with the repatriation of the 
casualties and Lieutenant O’Donnell provided by other Coalition armed forces.  
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